SUMA TOURIST MAP

How to get to Suma Rikyu Park
Take #71, #72 or #75 bus at JR Suma Sta. to "Rikyu Kane Mon". 10-minute walk from either Sanyo Tsukiyama Sta. or Sumadero Sta.

How to get to Suma Aqualife Park
Take #81 bus at either JR/Sanyo Suma Sta. or JR/Subway Skin-Negoto Sta. to "Suma Saitozu-ko". 10-minute walk south from Sanyo Tsukiyama Sta.
Close to Wakanryu Ramp of Hanshin Expressway Route 3 Kobe Line 5-minute drive south from Sanyo I.C. of Dole Shimanami Expressway

Legend
- Parking
- Direction Board
- Public Bathroom
- Accommodation
- Kobe Municipal Bus Stop
- Police/Fire Station
- Post Office
- Bank
- School
- Kobe Municipal Bus
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